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By Dervla Murphy

Eland Publishing Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. A Place Apart is a remarkable geographical and psychological travelogue that rises
above history, politics, theology and economics. Created by a southern Irishwoman, cycling into the
mayhem of Northern Ireland in order to try and sort out her own opinions and emotions about this
troubled land. She came equipped with her own childhood experiences of murder and Republican
martyrdom, but was otherwise unfettered by sectarian loyalties and armed with a delightful
curiosity, a fine ear for anecdote, an ability to stand her own at the bar and penetrating
intelligence. She travelled extensively through both town and country, frequently finding herself in
horrifying situations, and sometimes among people stiff with hate and grief: but equally, she
discovered an unquenchable spirit everywhere that refused to die. Other Dervla Murphy titles
published by Eland. Original Hardbacks: A Month by the Sea: Encounters in Gaza, The Island that
Dared: Journeys in Cuba, Eland Classics: Wheels within Wheels, Full Tilt: From Ireland to India with a
Bicycle, In Ethiopia with a Mule, Where the Indus is Young: A Winter in Baltistan, Tibetan Foothold,
The Waiting Land: A Spell in Nepal,...
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A top quality publication as well as the font utilized was fascinating to read. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. I am easily
could get a pleasure of looking at a created publication.
-- Scot Howe-- Scot Howe

It is an incredible publication i actually have actually go through. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in
an exceedingly simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication where actually changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Pr of . Colton Ja kubowski IV-- Pr of . Colton Ja kubowski IV
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